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Pause due to Covid Pandemic
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Motivations: The Higgs Boson is Special
The discovery of the Higgs in 2012 was an
important milestone for HEP
- As far as we know, the Higgs has no spin, no
charge, no structure
- It provides an exciting program for precision
measurements and searches
- Many of us are still excited about it and others,
especially scientists, should be excited about it!

Precision
measurements

- mass, width
- spin, CP, couplings
- off-shell coupling,
width
- differential
distributions

“A self-interacting Higgs (as
SM predicts) would be unlike
anything yet seen in nature;
all other interactions change
particle identity” - N. Craig

Higgs
SM or BSM?

Tool for Discovery

- Higgs Doublets
- Higgs Singlets
- Composite Higgs

- portal to BSM
- portal to hidden
sector
- portal to DM
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Rare / beyond SM
decays
- H → Zγ
- H → μμ
- H → cc
- H → τμ, τe, eμ
- H → J/Ψγ, Υγ , …

Where are we now?

Diﬀerential measurements in di-photon, ZZ, bb, etc.
Discovery of branching to 3rd generation fermions
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Where are we now?

HL-LHC as a Higgs factory:
170M Higgs bosons - 120k HH pairs for 3 ab-1
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Where are we now?
Upgrade for Phase-2 CMS, ATLAS, and HL-LHC are well
underway

The HL-LHC as a Higgs factory:
170M Higgs bosons - 120k HH pairs for 3 ab-1
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Where are we now?

1902.10229

The HL era of LHC will dramatically expand the physics reach for
Higgs physics:
- 2-4% precision for many of the Higgs couplings
- BUT much larger uncertainties on Z and charm and ~50% on the
self-coupling
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Which Machines?
Hadrons

Leptons

Discovery Machines
S/B ~10-10 w/o trigger
S/B ~0.1 with trigger
Divide CoM by partons
Stable particles
=> Quarks and Gluons

Large S/B
Polarized beams
EW couplings

Higher luminosities
Several interaction points
Limited by Synchroton radiation

Circular

Easier to polarize beams
One IP
Large Beamstrahlung
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Linear

Higgs Production at Future Colliders
Lepton Colliders
e+eCircular (FCC-ee, CEPC)
90-350 GeV
Linear (ILC, CLIC, C3)
250 GeV - 3TeV
μ+μ125 GeV, 3 TeV, 10TeV+

Hadron Colliders
75-200 TeV (FCC-hh)
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Higgs Production at
ZH is the dominant production mode
above 250 GeV
The well defined initial states allows to
tag the Higgs boson without looking
into its decay with “recoil” technique
• Measurement of the inclusive ZH
cross section at 0.5-1%
• Recoil technique observes all final
state, including all invisible and
exotic decay modes
• ZH is key for the determination of
the absolute Higgs couplings
Clean environment for excellent band c-tagging (and beyond?)
performance: bb/cc/gg separation
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+
ee

Higgs Production at
ttH can be probed at CoM energies
above ~450 GeV
The self-coupling can be probed at
e+e- through double Higgs with ZHH
~500GeV and ννHH ≥1TeV
- The use of polarized beams could
increase the cross-section by a
factor ~2
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Higgs Couplings at Future Colliders
Future colliders under consideration will improve with
respect to the HL-LHC the understanding of the Higgs boson
couplings ~1-5%

Complementarity between HL-LHC and future colliders
(depending on their timeline) will be the key to explore the
Higgs sector
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Higgs Self Coupling

arXiv:1910.00012

Sensitivity to:
models where we expect new particles of few hundred GeV mass
mixing of the Higgs boson with a heavy scalar with a mass of order 1 TeV
loop diagram eﬀects created by any new particle strong coupling to the
Higgs
typical quantum corrections to the Higgs self-coupling generated by loop
diagrams
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Higgs Couplings: Muon Collider
Renewed (or continued) Interest in Muon Colliders

High energy muon colliders actually
collider a mix of EWK states
Combination with other machines to
improve precision measurements
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2005.10289
2103.14043
and more

Beyond λ3
2008.12204
T. Han, D. Liu, I.
Low, X. Wang

2003.13628 M. Chiesa, F.
Maltoni, L. Mantani, B. Mele,
F. Piccinini, X. Zhao
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Higgs BSM
Towards Snowmass Report
Higgs Doublets
Higgs Singlets
Composite Higgs
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Machine Integrated Luminosity and
Benchmark

s

Energy Frontier Collider Study Scenarios

Other options to explore:
o
o
o
o

Muon collider at a very high energy ( >30 TeV?)[Need to
consolidate growing list of c.o.m. energies]
FCC pp >200 TeV? and ~75 TeV documenting sensitivity loss
Very high energy e+e- collider
Other emerging ideas:, e.g. γ-γ collider, and the C3 e+e- collider
[C3=Cool Copper Collider]

Polarization can add to precision measurements and BSM searches
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Snowmass Timeline
Still time to contribute to the planning process

Snowmass Day this Friday!!
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Key Questions
Which physics beyond the Standard Model can be probed by precision
measurements of Higgs couplings?
How precise do these measurements need to be in order to probe BSM physics
scenarios?
How are direct searches for new Higgs-like particles complementary to precision
Higgs coupling measurements
Does the Higgs boson result from the scalar potential of the Standard Model?
How can measurements of double Higgs boson production be improved to better
probe the potential ?
Which is the target precision for this? - taking into account the correlations with the
other Higgs measurements
How can measurements in the Higgs sector be combined with measurements in
other sectors to improve our understanding of high scale physics?
What theory calculations are needed to enable the theory precision to match the
projected experimental precision of future measurements?
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Summary Plots/tables
•Higgs couplings (from the ESG)
•Include updated list of machines and their parameters
•Re-visit some of the assumptions (i.e. flavor..)
•Some example maps of new physics phase space to
constraints on EFT operators
•New physics benchmarks for resonant and non-resonant
HH that we could use for interpretations as the precision
on the self-coupling improves
•Higgs Doublet and Singlet plots (models to be finalized)
More discussions taking place this fall
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Going Forward
Discovery

Design
Construction
Technology
Development

Vision

Planning,
Advocacy
Cooperative
Agreements
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Higgs Couplings
Key questions:
What precision can be achieved?
What precision is needed?
What about Higgs and flavor?
Technologies needed (trigger, ML, etc.)
Complementarity across frontiers and
collider scenarios

Inverse Problem
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Higgs Self-Coupling
Resonant di-Higgs production is fundamental in
search for new physics
BSM models predict cross section enhancement
Large variety of final states investigated: tradeoﬀ between BR and purity
Work towards defining community goals
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